SECTIONAL MATRIX SYSTEM IN RECONSTRUCTION OF PROXIMAL CONTACT IN CLASS II RESIN RESTORATION
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ABSTRACT:
Background: Clinicians always faces some challenges to reconstruct proper proximal contact while restoring class-II cavity with composite resin due to its viscosity, elastic property and polymerization shrinkage. It has been claimed that use of sectional pre-contoured matrix band with separation ring will produce more reliable result for reconstruction of optimal proximal contact in class II composite resin restoration.

Purpose: To evaluate the efficacy of sectional pre-contoured matrix band with separation ring for reconstruction of optimal proximal contact in class II resin composite restoration.

Methodology: One Nissin manikin model having the facility of placing and screwing all upper and lower sets of artificial human teeth and sixty-two (62) artificial human mandibular permanent 1st molar teeth were collected. These 62 artificial human mandibular permanent 1st molars were randomly assigned in two groups (A & B) having 31 teeth in each. Standardized class II MO (mesio-occlusal) cavity were prepared on total 31 artificial 1st molar in group A. The 2nd premolar in the manikin model was replaced by metal cast duplicate and permanently fixed into the socket. All the Thirty-one (31) 1st molar teeth in group A, having Prepared class II cavity in each, were replaced one by another in the manikin distal to cast duplicated 2nd premolar and restored with composite resin by using sectional pre-contoured matrix band with separation ring and another 31 uninstrumented intact artificial 1st molars were include in group B as a reference group. After completion of restoration, newly developed proximal contact points were measured by using universal testing machine one after another. Same were also done in intact reference Group B. Measurement was done to assess the position of contact point, contact tightness and contact area of Group A and Group B on the same typodont. The results were analyzed statistically with post hoc Bonferroni test (P<0.05).

Result: Teeth restored with sectional pre-contoured matrix band with separation ring (group A) provided the tighter contact and broadened area of contact where all the contact points were placed more occlusally compared to that of the intact un-instrumented reference teeth (group B). Statistically significant differences (P<0.05) were produced in all the three parameters with each other. Conclusion: Teeth restored with sectional pre-contoured matrix band with separation ring failed to reconstruct the optimal proximal contact in class-II composite resin restoration in comparison to intact uninstrumented reference tooth.
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INTRODUCTION

Reconstruction of the intact interproximal surface particularly proper interproximal contact area is difficult by the clinician during restoration of class II cavity with composite resin due to its viscoelastic property1,2,3 and polymerization shrinkage4,5. Two important factors are associated with establishment of the proximal surface these are proximal contact tightness and proximal contours. Different types of measures have already been taken for composite resin placement to maintain the anatomy of proximal contact area, special instrument such as variety of matrix systems, wedges and separation rings have been used to achieve the optimum proximal contour. The pre-contoured sectional matrix system is an excellent choice for class II composite restoration. Sectional pre-contoured matrix band with separation ring has been claimed to produce the superior proximal contour and tight proximal contact4,6,7. Proper reconstitution of this surface is largely depends on the shape of the matrix band and its accuracy of its placement. This
matrix band is anatomically correct, properly contoured concave inner surface according to the tooth anatomy which allow restoration of interproximal anatomy. Sectional matrix band are designed not only with gingival contour but also with marginal ridge contour as well, which when placed at the appropriate height inter-proximally, it shapes the occlusal embrasure. This matrix has a hole tab extension which allow easy placement with pin tweezer and also has lateral holes to facilitate easy removal after restoration.

Some in vivo⁶,⁹,¹⁰ and in vitro¹¹,¹²,¹³ study reported the effectiveness of this matrices to the reconstruction of contact tightness. Use of separation ring in combination of sectional matrix has been shown to achieve good contact tightness due to interdental separation of the ring applies during restoration and compensate the matrix thickness and material properties and the key factor for producing the tight proximal contact is obtaining the interdental separation during placement of restoration.

However commercial matrices are continuously developed for gaining the good proximal contact but no solid scientific evidence to support their claims. Therefore, the goal of the study was to assess the efficacy of pre-contoured sectional matrix band in combination with separation ring for reconstructing the optimal proximal contact in class II resin composite restoration.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This in vitro study was carried out in the department of Conservative Dentistry and Endodontics, Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujib Medical University and Pilot Plant and Process Development Center, BCSIR. Considering all inclusion and exclusion criteria, sixty two (62) artificial mandibular right sided permanent 1st molar teeth (#46) and one Nissin manikin model (typodont) (Nissin, KYOTO, JAPAN) having the facility of occlusion which represented the proximal contact area.

A removable metallic cast guide (Fig-1A) was prepared to standardized preparation of the class II cavity. The right sided mandibular second premolar (#45) within this typodont was replaced by metal cast (Co-Cr) duplicate (Fig-1B) of the same; which was remain fixed into the corresponding socket of the typodont throughout the study.

PREPARATION OF CLASS II CAVITY:
A standardized MO (mesio-occlusal) class II cavity by maintaining unique shape and dimension, was prepared in thirty one (31) of the right sided artificial mandibular 1st molar teeth (#46) from the collected sample by using diamond straight fissured burs (Mani, ISO 111/016, SF-13) in a high-speed hand piece (speed 180,000 rpm) with appropriate marking (on the individual bur by permanent marker according to the measurement ). The measurement of the proximal box of the prepared cavities were 1.5 mm mesio-distally, 4 mm occluso-gingivally and 4 mm bucco-lingually and the occlusal part of the prepared cavities were extended 2.5 mm mesio-distally, 2 mm occluso-pulpally and 2 mm bucco-lingually. After cavity preparation each of the thirty one (31) tooth was inserted and screwed into the corresponding socket of manikin model one after another in order to be filled with composite resin by using sectional pre-contoured matrix band with separation ring (palodont®V3, Dentsply chaulk, USA), thus were included in group A; rest of the uninstrumented intact thirty one (31) artificial right sided mandibular 1st molar (#46) were considered as a control reference group B.

MATRIX BAND PLACEMENT
A pre-contoured sectional matrix band was selected and grasped with pin tweezer and placed to the space to be restored between the prepared class II cavity at the mesial surface of mandibular right sided 1st molar and distal surface of the 2nd premolar. Then gingival margin was closed by anatomic plastic wedge and separation ring was placed interproximally over the anatomic wedge (Fig-C)

RESTORING (FILLING) THE PREPARED CAVITY:
Packable type posterior composite resin restoration (G C Solar Sculpt, India) was used to fill the prepared cavity in lower right 1st molar. The resin composite was inserted into the cavity in three increments. Each increment was cured from the occlusal side for 20 seconds with an LED light-curing unit (Coltolux LED, Coltene,USA). Finally after removal of the matrix and wedge, the restoration was receive additional 20 seconds curing both from the buccal and lingual sides of the proximal box.

After completion of restoration process in each of the thirty one (31) mandibular right sided 1st molar teeth in group A and in each thirty one (31) intact uninstrumented reference teeth in group B were placed into the manikin typodont one after another. Contact area in cast duplicated 2nd premolar and restored 1st molar were tested by using universal testing machine (Tinius Olsen, Hounsfield-H10ks, 500N sensor, UK) which was calibrated before use. A custom-made setup that was used allowed the forces were applied vertically on the interdental area of interest. A piece of 0.3 mm orthodontic wire was inserted under the contact area in a bucco-lingual direction. The wire was placed on a custom-made retainer intended to fit on the other end of the tension meter; it helped to hold down the wire at a horizontal direction throughout the movement. The wire was raised at a speed of 5 mm/min in occlusal direction and the resistance force was enrolled during the movement (Fig-4). The maximum force (Fmax) was enrolled, which was expressed the contact tightness (CT). The length of the contact arc (LCA), was calculated as the distance in the X-axis between the first force recording and the wire release position which represented the proximal contact area. Percentage (%) ratio of the location of the maximum force (Fmax) in the X-axis and the LCA, which represent the location
The sectional pre-contoured matrix system when used to restore the prepared class II cavities (group A) in the artificial simulated human mandibular molar teeth (typodont); presented statistically significant tighter contact (Table-I) than the intact un-instrumented reference teeth in the typodont.

In respect of the proximal contact area, A statistically significant broadened (Table-I) contact area were found than the intact uninstrumented reference teeth when pre-contoured sectional matrix system were used to reconstruct the prepared class II cavity but failed to produce the optimal contact area that is (1.5-2mm).

While considering the position of the contact point, Teeth restored with sectional pre-contoured matrix band were placed more occlusally (Table-I) but the optimal contact were at the middle third of the crown as seen in the intact uninstrumented reference group.

Table I: Comparison of Contact tightness (CT), Length of contact arc (LCA) and % ratio of the position of the maximum force between two groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Values(Means ± SD)</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Group A (n=31)</th>
<th>Group B (n=31)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CT(N)</td>
<td>26.04±9.53</td>
<td>(5.70-53.30)</td>
<td>10.77±2.42</td>
<td>(6.87-17.60)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCA(mm)</td>
<td>3.08±1.18</td>
<td>(0.586-5.30)</td>
<td>1.69±1.44</td>
<td>(0.718-9.03)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCP (%)</td>
<td>2.41±1.19</td>
<td>(0.080-4.763)</td>
<td>1.11±0.46</td>
<td>(0.432-2.656)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Post hoc (Bonferroni test) were done to determine the level of significance between groups. Data were expressed as Mean±SD. P-value ≤ 0.05 is considered statistically significant.

Table I shows sectional matrix system provided the significantly tighter proximal contact, broadened area of contact and contact point was placed more occlusally compared to that of the intact uninstrumented reference group. Position of contact point (PCP) is calculated from the percentage ratio of the position of maximum force and the LCA. Higher the PCP value than optimal indicate more occlusally the contact point is placed conversely lower the PCP value more cervically the contact point is placed.

DISCUSSION:
Proximal contact is the physiodynamic entity which is greatly influenced by tooth type, tooth location, postural change and restorative procedure. A significant variation in contact tightness was seen both intra and inter individually and optimal value of contact tightness is still not established. Abrams et al. found that tight contact hampers the passing dental floss where loose contact lead to food impaction, carious lesion. Whereas a six months clinical studies showed that changes of contact tightness after restoration will not remain stable overtime.

Loomans et al. concluded that proximal contact tightness in restored teeth should be comparable to the situation before treatment. Loomans et al. also showed in another study, tighter proximal contact give most satisfactory clinical result. So in this study when we compared proximal contact tightness produced by sectional matrix with intact uninstrumented reference teeth, sectional precontoured matrix band with separation ring presented the tighter proximal contact from the intact uninstrumented reference control teeth which previously confirmed by Kampouropoulos at el. who also observed the tightest contact than intact uninstrumented reference teeth & other matrix system. Saber at el. found that sectional precontoured matrix band with separation ring provided the highest contact tightness than the other matrix system.

The use of separation ring with sectional matrix produce important significant factor for gaining the superior proximal contact tightness. Saber et al. showed that interdental separation is found to proportional to the proximal contact tightness. Along with the proximal contact tightness, reconstruction of the anatomically correct proximal contour is essential prerequisite for successful restoration. Contour is determined by combined value of contact area and position of contact point.

When we measured the proximal contact area, sectional precontoured matrix band with separation ring provided the significantly broadened contact area than the intact uninstrumented control group and fail to produce the optimal contact area. This finding was found by Kampouropoulos et al. where sectional matrix band produced broadened contact area than the other matrix system and intact uninstrumented teeth. Broadened contact area indicates the over contoured surface.

Whether tighter proximal contact and broadened contact area after restoration in class II cavity than the intact tooth is still now controversial though K. Phillips et al. concluded creating contact tightness and contact area similar to its natural adjacent and contralateral intact tooth is justified.

Considering the position of the contact point teeth restored with sectional matrix placed more occlusally than the intact uninstrumented teeth and fail to produce optimal position of contact point.
the contact point is in the middle third of the crown which was produced by the intact uninstrumented control teeth. Kampouropoulos et al.14 also observed that sectional matrix band fail to produce the optimal contact location like reference teeth.

CONCLUSION:
Sectional precontoured matrix band with separation ring failed to produce the acceptable proximal contact in class II composite resin restoration in comparison to intact uninstrumented reference tooth.
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